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Abstract. In the past, most of the soil electrical resistivity charts were- developed based on stand-alone 
gwmaterial classification with minimal contribution to its relationship to some of geotechnical 
parameters. Furthermore, thevahies cited a very wide range of resistivity with sometimes overlapping 
values and having little significance to specific soil condition. As a result, it created some ambiguities 
during the interpretation of observations which were traditionally based an qiulitative anomaly 
judgments of experts and experienced people. Hence, this study presents soil resistivity values based 
on laboratory experiment with a view to predict the soil moisture content and density in loose and 
dense soils. This study used a soil box and a resistivity meter to test a clayey silt sail, increasing its 
water usage from 1-3% based 0x1 1500 gram of dry soil. All the moisture contents and density data 
were observed concurrently with 25 electrical soil resistance observations being made on the soil All 
testing and formula used were In accordance with that specfied in BS1377 (1990). It was apparent 
that the sail resistivity value was Merent under loose (L) and c~mpact (G)  condition with moisture 
content (w) and density (pbUu) correlations being established as follows; (C - 2.591 p4.0177 pbun; 
-0.268 2-  
= -0.111 In@) + 1.7605, w i ~ )  = 109.98p , and wee) = 121.88p-0.3" with determination 
coefficients, R~ that ranged between 0.69 - 0.89. This research therefore contributes a means of 
prechcting these geotmh~ica.1 parameters by related persons such as geophysicist, engineers and 
geologist who use these resistivity techniques in ground exploration. 
Gx~und investigation (GI) is a process involving exploration, sampling a d  testing within the realms 
of Site Investigttion (SI). Conventional ground investigation 1s performed by drilling exploration and 
some problems are faced when working at diPGcuit construction sites. With the increasingly limited 
land availability, construction industy is urged to develop many structures in difficult sites such as 
those with hiHy terrain area or conversely swampy area. As a consequence, some problems arise such 
as mobilization of equipment and their o p e d o n  due to them being bulky and heavy machinery as 
hose commonly used for ground exploration purposes. As reported by fl], convmtional SI 
experiences difficulties in steep and hilly terrain, swampy areas, coastal regions and complex 
geomaterial areas which need to be investigated. 
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Figure 4. Diagram of soil particles and air with water before (left) and after (right) compztction effort 
CONCLUSION 
The laborsttory experiment of soij bm resistivity t d  under loose and compaction effort was 
successfull4y being @omd spmifically on Clayey SILT soil. The soil dwtsicai resistivity was 
greatly duenced  by the presence of water and pososrty which related to the loose and compaction 
- e w m f  mikektrrCal-resktivityto moisture c o n ~ ~ t y  was estabbshedr 
The establishment of iabarat~ry gwphysid and geotehiml tests was strongly applicable to predict 
the basic geoteckniwl properties with particular reference to moisture content and density. 
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